
p for pizza
big potato games

This is a quick-thinking category game. The aim of the 
game is to build your giant slice of pizza by winning 
small triangles of pizza. To win a triangle you must be 
the first player to shout out a word that links the 
category and the letter on the facing cards. So if the 
letter is B and the category is TV Shows, you could 
shout “Baywatch!”. If you’re first to shout a correct 
answer, you win the card. Now flip a new card and go 
again. Each round there are three letters and three 
categories on the table, so you’ve got three chances 
to make a connection. But you just need to be 
super-quick!

Quick, fun and deliciously simple: This is one of 
those super-simple games that you can pick up 
and play in seconds. The whole game takes 20 
minutes max and you can play it as many times 
as you like because you’ll always get different 
combinations of letters and categories.

Get your brain in gear: You can’t zone out when 
playing this game as the other players will be 
trying to link letters to categories as fast as they 
can, so if you snooze you’ll lose. 

Harder to win: The game is designed so that 
it gets harder to win the better you do, which 
allows the other players to catch up and 
overtake. It’s also perfect for mixes ages 
and abilities.
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why you’ll love this game

120 Cards
1 Sticker Sheet

•
•

contents

If you enjoy playing Think Words or Scattergories, you’ll 
love this game.

if you like that, you’ll love this

When we were play-testing this game it didn’t have a 
name or theme. We spent ages thinking of different 
themes and couldn't decide. So we ordered a pizza and 
some beers to help get the brain going and it suddenly 
occurred to us, what does EVERYONE love? Pizza!

For all our games we have tons of images and videos 
for you to access. Please contact becky@bigpotato.co.uk 
who will be happy to help. 
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